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About This Game

Move the cube and find the best path to your destination. Solve tricky puzzles and escape malicious traps. The difficulty is
between challenging and easy. The gameplay varies between action platforming and puzzle solving. Touch other cubes so they
follow you and direct them to triggers. Floating platforms will fly away if you don’t pay attention when you are stepping off
them. Move crates in front of lasers so you can pass. Use cranes and elevators to transport yourself through the level. But all
these things are only possible if you avoid spikes, flamethrowers and enemy cubes that get in your way. The gameplay and

controls make it simple to pick up, easy to play and the different mechanics keep you engaged throughout the game.
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36 levels, well-designed, reasonably polished, no blatant glitches throughout the game if you don't count the "thanks for playing"
screen[1].

For $2, it's short, sweet, to the point and doesn't drag on. This is basically Cubots, if it were designed properly. Barring some
moments where the rules seem to arbitrarily contradict themselves[2], there's no crappy physics engine to be seen, it isn't
accidentally a sokoban, and in fact one of the levels was so well-designed that it reminded me of Stephen's Sausage Roll,
because it was evil. I'm talking about the level where you have to take a red cube through several bridges guarded by
spike cubes.

Good level design. Evil, but good.

I wasn't kidding about it being short. My playtime is what it took to 100% complete the game, although it's slightly
tainted because I paused for about half an hour to get something to eat. And even with that, I could still theoretically
refund it given the playtime. But I'm not gonna do that, of course.

So yeah, this game's short. And easy. If you have a problem with that, then this game isn't for you. In my opinion, this
is a fine game to pick up while it's on sale.

1. At the final screen, the pink cube's logic is slightly altered from that of the green cubes in such a way that if you are
linked, are south of the cube, and move east, it will also move east (whereas the green cube stays in place so that you
can "circle" around it). If you quickly move east and north, your cube and the pink cube will roll into the same place in
a beautiful moment of r\/softwaregore.

2. Chiefly, lifts lowering by themselves (I noticed one instance) and crates pushing other crates from the diagonal (I
noticed two instances). Neither of these behaviors make sense. The first couple levels immediately make it clear that
you need to be careful with lifts, by tricking you into softlocking yourself and having to restart the level because the lift
is now inaccessible. One of the levels breaks this rule by having a lift lower itself after you drop off a "cliff". Crates
also can't push each other from the diagonal. Obviously, if two crates are adjacent, they should slide past each other,
and they do, except in two levels that break this rule, both laser-related IIRC. The dev clearly tried to telegraph this
with the messy way in which the crates fall, but as the game lacks a physics engine and every movement is
predetermined, it just makes no sense and is unpredictable. These rule contradictions are the biggest weak point of this
game.. A simple execution game, not much of a puzzler as it's not hard to figure out how to solve the 'puzzles', except
for a few. Takes about an hour to finish, overall not worth it there are better puzzlers.. A simple execution game, not
much of a puzzler as it's not hard to figure out how to solve the 'puzzles', except for a few. Takes about an hour to
finish, overall not worth it there are better puzzlers.. 36 levels, well-designed, reasonably polished, no blatant glitches
throughout the game if you don't count the "thanks for playing" screen[1].

For $2, it's short, sweet, to the point and doesn't drag on. This is basically Cubots, if it were designed properly. Barring
some moments where the rules seem to arbitrarily contradict themselves[2], there's no crappy physics engine to be seen, it isn't
accidentally a sokoban, and in fact one of the levels was so well-designed that it reminded me of Stephen's Sausage Roll,
because it was evil. I'm talking about the level where you have to take a red cube through several bridges guarded by
spike cubes.

Good level design. Evil, but good.

I wasn't kidding about it being short. My playtime is what it took to 100% complete the game, although it's slightly
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tainted because I paused for about half an hour to get something to eat. And even with that, I could still theoretically
refund it given the playtime. But I'm not gonna do that, of course.

So yeah, this game's short. And easy. If you have a problem with that, then this game isn't for you. In my opinion, this
is a fine game to pick up while it's on sale.

1. At the final screen, the pink cube's logic is slightly altered from that of the green cubes in such a way that if you are
linked, are south of the cube, and move east, it will also move east (whereas the green cube stays in place so that you
can "circle" around it). If you quickly move east and north, your cube and the pink cube will roll into the same place in
a beautiful moment of r\/softwaregore.

2. Chiefly, lifts lowering by themselves (I noticed one instance) and crates pushing other crates from the diagonal (I
noticed two instances). Neither of these behaviors make sense. The first couple levels immediately make it clear that
you need to be careful with lifts, by tricking you into softlocking yourself and having to restart the level because the lift
is now inaccessible. One of the levels breaks this rule by having a lift lower itself after you drop off a "cliff". Crates
also can't push each other from the diagonal. Obviously, if two crates are adjacent, they should slide past each other,
and they do, except in two levels that break this rule, both laser-related IIRC. The dev clearly tried to telegraph this
with the messy way in which the crates fall, but as the game lacks a physics engine and every movement is
predetermined, it just makes no sense and is unpredictable. These rule contradictions are the biggest weak point of this
game.
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